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Fairness Group
Reviews Exam
Policy Changes
The Fairness committee, which
has been re-writing sections of
the faculty manual that have
caused confusion among faculty
members as to official college policy, met yesterday to discuss policy regarding examinations and
student-teacher relationships.
The committee, under chairmanship of Mr. Elmo Robinson,
will submit the modified text to
the Deans’ committee for official
approval in the near future. Several of the deans unofficially consulted have indicated their approval of the changes.
Several modified statements
are concerned with the Thrust
and Parry column of the Spartan
Daily, which is described as an
enterprise of the Associated Students. As such, the content of
the Thrust and Parry column is
not subject to censorship before
the letters are printed, except in
thematter of good taste, the committee pointed out.
Class attendance regulations
also were discussed by the Committee, which recommended that
Instructors keep attendance records and require students to
make-up
"major
assignments
absent.’! .
In other matters dismissed, the
committee:
1. Recommended that the message appearing on some. Blue
Books In regard to honesty in examinations be printed on IN*
sheets. -.
2. Recommended publication of
a new form of the Fairness code
to be posted in classrooms and on
bulietm boards;-3. Recommended that copies of
the complete Fairness code be
-placed in the library for availability to students.
. 4. Discussed methods of bringing the code to the attention of
incoming transfer students and
freshmen.

Train to COP
Is Approved
The. COP football game rooters’ train was approved yesterday afternoon by the Deans’ Personnel committee, according, to a
report given at last evening’s
committee meeting---in--The
Student Union at 7:30 o’clock.
The tentative plans were formulated by a Rally sub-committee
under the chairmanship of John
Melendez.
According to Ed Mosher, Rally
committee chairman, no word has
been received as yet from the Los
Angeles Chamber of Commerce
on the possibility of a street rally
before the Pepperdine game tomorrow evening.
Admittance to the game will
be free to ASB card holders. To
obtain entrance to the game only
the ASB card need be presented
at the gate, according to Mosher.
A car caravan is being formed
for the SJS-Pepperdine game. A
list of riders and drivers has been
pbsted on the Student Union bulletin board, according to reports
at the meeting.
A rooting section has been
planned for the game. Song girls
and cheerleaders will be present
at the game.
There will be no rally for this
week’s game, according to John
Piottl and Ed Dickinson, co-chairmen in charge of rallIFs.

No. 21

Her Attendants

B. Lindquist,
A. Dougherty
Are Attendants
Patty Burke is Queen of Homecoming.
Results of yesterday’s preferential system balloting indicate that
a majority of the 753 Associated
Student Body members who voted
in the special run-off election wish
Miss Burke to assume the throne
as Queen of 1950 Alumni homecoming, according to Bob Baron,
chairman of the contest.
Barbara Lindquist and Alice
Dougherty were chosen to serve
The Homecoming committee
wishes to thank each and every
candidate and sponsor for the
excellent support you gave us
throughout the queen contest.
All of you showed terrific enthusiasm. And all we can say is
Thanks a lot.
Bob Baron, queen contest
chairman
Dick Russo, Homecoming
committee’ chairman.
0

ALICE DOUGHERTY
photo by Butera

as attendants to Miss Burke when
she is officially presented to her
subjects, and when she reigns
over Homecoming activities.
The regal gimp will be precented with gifts at the football
rally for the Homecoming game
with St. Mary’s in Spartan stadium on Nov. 10, Baron said.
The rally will be held in the
Morris Dailey auditorium Wednesday evening, Nov. 8, according
to Baron.

Council Tables
Loyalty Oath
Until Tuesday
The ASB employee optional loyalty oath_ has been tabled by the
student council for one week, according to action taken at their
meeting Tuesday afternoon in the
Student Union building.
Action taken on the measure
at the meeting was:
1. A motion was made by Vince
General plans fo rthe Campus Malone, men’s representative-at chest drive will be discussed at large, to accept the proposal of
the committee, meeting in Room the Graduate Manager’s office to
24 today at 4:30 p.m., announces offer ASB employees an optional
Jeanne Kerwin and Chuck Wing, loyalty oath, the text of the oath
to be the same as that taken by
co-chairmen.
The drive will begin Monday SJS faculty members.
2. There was no immediate secand end Friday of next week.
Tryouts now are taking place for ond to the motion.
the rally next Wednesday eve3. ASB President Dave Down
ning, according to Bob Dean and ceded the chairmanship of the
Ron LaMar, who are in charge meeting to Bab Madsen, ASB vice
of entertainment.
Lpresideat,-and -seconded’ the" =Stu&nts taking part in the rally ton.
will meet in Room 21 this afterA
4. Down spoke in favor of the
noon at 4:30 o’clock and In the motion.
Morris Dailey auditorium at the
5. An unidentified SJS coed atsame time tomorrow. Any student interested in auditioning tending the meeting, asked the
may attend the rehearsals, says council what the purpose of the
oath would be, if passed.
Dean.
6. Down answered that the
chair thought it a good idea that
Ameri&ins sign something on the
order of the oath once in a while
as "sometimes Americans forget
what side of the fence they are
supposed to be on."
San Jose State college’s radio
7. Other council members exprograms, "Spartan Review" and pressed their o Inion
"Drama Time-,’
o- sure.
night over station KEEN at 7
8. Down asked for more opino’clock and 7:15 o’clock, respec- ions expressing support of the
tively, announced Dr. Edgar E. motion.
9. The question was called for
Willis, faculty adviser, yesterday.
"Spartan Review" will feature and defeated.
and interview Mr. Robert Olson,
10. Down then said that the
Chair thought that perhaps innew Spartan bandmaster.
"Drama Time" will star Bar- jury would be done Graduate Manbara Lee Champion, Marvin Turn- ager Felse by the wording of the
lin, FA Hayden, and Hugh Heller motion.
11. Malone then made a motion
in "A Cask of Amontillado." Direction and sound will be under that the previous motion, and
John Piotti and Tom Mancebo, action taken, be rescinded. This
motion was seconded and passed
respectively.
BARBARA LINDQULST
photo by Butera .

Campus Group
To Plan Drive

KEEN Airs SJS
Programs Tonight

"It feels wonderful to be Queen"
- photo by Stone & Gmelin

Hartranft Heads SJS
Blood Drive for Korea
Keeping pace with the City of San Jose in-4s record -breaking
Blood Drive for Korea, San Jose State college’s own effort is getting
underway.
Drive Chairman Glenn S. "Tiny" Hartranft has set a goal of 350
pints for the student body. This represents a five-fold increase over
*last year’s contribution of 70.
All students, faculty members
and employees are asked to make
appointmtnts as soon as possible
HEY GOILS: Tie a flocks of with the Blood Center at 440 N.
beer cans ’onto the hems of your First street. Pledge cards are
available now in the Men’s gym,
skirts as the Skirt-Liftin’-Kite- Physical Education office.
Pullin’ flag is flying’ from La . These cards will be distrituted
Torre. Or if you don’t have a soon to sororities, fraternities, and
date yet, what the key, leave ’em campus organizations. Plans aro
ing made -also to pass out the
ou eze s you.
cards in classrooms so that the
HEY FELLAS: See yah at the entire student body may be
Library arch; our agents haVe reached.
Campaign committee members
bought up all the beer cans in
Include Hartranft, chairman; Jack
town.’
P.S. Showers, IF ANY, will be Russell, Spartan Daily editor; Joe
few and scattered. Scattered over H. West, dean of students; Lowell
C. Pratt, director of public relasome other place.
tions; Michael Barchi, president of
by the Student council Members. Inter-Fraternity council; Evelyn
The final decision of the coun- McCurdy, representing Pan-Hellcil was to table the measure for en1c; Tom Evans, representing the
one week. Further action on the student council; and Mira Catherproposed oath will be considered ine Wallace of the College Health
at next Tuesday’s council meeting. departmeht.

The Weather
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Thrust and
Parry
w_ylie Speaks Out

end

I think everybody on the camSunday durina the college year with one Issue during each final examination week.
pus should read Philip Vylie’s
Menke
article on education on page 30 of
"The Saturday Review of Literature for Oct. 7, 1950. To give
Office: Publications Building (B93) on E. San Corms street.
some of the flavor of the article
Press of the Globe Printing Co., 1445 S. First street, San Jos*
and to serve as an inducement for
Editorial, Est. 210 Advertising
Telephones: CYpreu 4 -6414
Dept, Et 211
Subscription Price: $2.50 per year or $1 per quarter for non ASB card holders. persons to read it, I will copy a
few sentences:

Rssocialed Coleficie Press

JACK RUSSELLEditor

BILL FRANCISBusiness Manager

Make-up Editor this issue
News Editor
Dan Hruby
Associate Editor
Bruce Brotzman
Desk Chief
George McDonald
Marion Summers
Featur Editor
Society Editor..... _. .
Donnie Nunes

John Dremel
Sports Editor
Asst. Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Wire Editor.
Exchange Editor

Manny Alves
Rod Rodrigues
Ross Massey
Ron Marcus
Mike de Guzman

"At the top education in no
sense embodies democratic ideas.
The universities and colleges are
themselves hierarchal and take
maximum pride in a pecking
order which imbues a graduate
of, say, Harvard and Pennsylvania, or MIT and Georgia
Teach, with very special and
permanent attitudes vis-a-vis
one another.

Make-up Editors Barbara Downy, John Dram’’, Bill Epler, Nancy Loughlin,
Thad Spinole, D. Dixie Wise,
Long, Carl Fernandes, Gaye Wimmr, Warren Coffey, Robinette
Copy Desk Al
Woodside.
ReportersJack Angus, Fermo Cambianica, Glenn Brown, Bill Chambers, Wesley
Dayton, Jim Downs, Melvin Gagnon, Jack Hulse, Ray Hsse. Carl Fer.
"Within each institution the
nandet, Tom Marquis, Jack Gallagher. Dorothy Jocz, Murvin 0. Patricks. four years divide into
another
Ed Roper, Homer Slater, Joe Sheehan.
pecking order with national rituals of silly persecution designed
ADVERTISING STAFF
Office Manager
Ray Lyon to beget a sillier superiority. The
Betzendufer, Jim Baker, Charles Barryessa, William Cain, Kenneth professor is likely to be a petty
Salesmen Bob
Churma, Pat Dyer, Peter Edmondson, Robert Carlton, William Ernst, Ray tyrant and a specialist who is
DiPiazza, Mel Glass, Edward Gasper, Ralph Lamont, Ray Lehmkuhl, Carolin, more devoted to implanting his
Plough, Tom Ellis, Ted Short.
opinions than to inculcating the
notion of the freedom of knowledge, the critical method, or the
faculty of logic.

Rooters’ Train Should Be a Success

’Hardly a man is now alive who remembers the COP -rooters’
"And each college, each unitrain in 1946..
versity has such a pompous conThat might be the slogan for that ill-fated experiment which, like cept
of itself as to give the maSpardi Gras, came to an end because of an over-exuberance of jority_of its graduates
the notion
Spartan spirits.
that they are ’educated’ (as if it
There are very few stklents left on campus who participated in were possible for anyone to be
that expedition. Most of us on campus have never ridden on a truly educated in 21 or 22 years!)
rooters train to a major football engagement. We have a feeling so that very few degree holders
continue the study of anything
that such student affairs are an integral part of college life.
(save how to Make Money).
We would kind of hate to graduate without going on one
rooters’ train: or singing around one bonfire rally; or promenadThe result is that any sample
ing in one great Senior Ball.
of college men and women netThese things are all part of college living, which seem to be ted out of any American comgradually disappearing from the American scene, particularly on this munity consist of an ’elite’ of
the ignorant, the nitwitted, the
Western Coast.
The Spartan Rally committee under the leadership of Ed Mosher misinformed, the uninformed,
and with the help of Adviser James Craig have attempted to revive the nonetheless ensured ,and
positive . . .
.
successfully the "Rooters’ Train-. They are working hard to overcome
increzwg 4.-.4.0141
the pitfalls of the last one.
nnany
out7letiticktors sheditt be
For example, there will be faculty advisers in each car;
forbidden to use until they have
buses will transfer the rooters promptly from the train to Stock.
re-earned the right. Brotherhood
ton for a pre-game rally and from there to the stadium at Lodi.
Is another. If they doubt that
Following the game, buses will transport the students back to
harsh assertion, let them ask how
the train for the return trip to San Jose.
a bright Jew fares when he or she
There will be little chance for boredom, and the hell -raising applies for entrance in their
which always accompanies said boredom. Since the train is being school-- let alone a bright Negro."
sponsored by the ASB council as a student affair, the ASB constituThe writer believes that even
tion will be in effect.
though Wylie’s argument is very
In plain English that means no drinking during the ride.
emotional, there is much truth in
These are the rules that have been set ,up. That is the
it. I would like to see the article
realistic way the Rally committee is trying to revive and preserve
widely read and discussed.
Homer Slater,
a top-flight idea.
ASB 2001
Actually it will be up to each, individual student to preserve it,
both in his memory and in the memories of future -Beat Bengal" rooters who would like to catch a bit of school spirit.
Let’s hope that in the future -hardly a student will be alive who
does not remember with pride the time he took the ’Rooters’ Train
to COP’ ".
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’ There has been a long and hard battle by the athletic department
to put Sen Jose State college in "big time- athletic competition.
Our rooting sections, however, repeatedly have proven that San
Jose is unworthy of national recognition yet.
Childish jeering by the rooting sections when the opponent’s
line-up is given over the public address system shows OW "hyseed
air-. In the latter stages of the game with University of Santa Clara
this year, San Jose’s rooting section chanted, Who’s Santa Clara-.
This after our Spartans had battled from behind to gain a 14-10
victory.
Last year the same situation arose against University of San
Francisco. The rooting section cat -called: -We Stopped 011ie’ . The
inevitable happened when Matson broke away for two touchdowns
to upset the Spartans.
Jeering, anytime, is in bad taste.and only shows lack of maturity.
In order for San Jose to lose its ’ Prune Picker" and Teacher’s
College- nicknames, the student rooting section will have to learn
how to win gracefully.
R.M.

No Parking, No Business

.

An irate student, disgruntled by his inability to find a parking
place within Airline distance. -ciftbe campus, yesterday -stormedinto
the Spartan Daily with this complaint.
"If San Jose doesn’t do something about the parking prol;lem,"
he declared, -I am going to stop spending my money in the city
and I’ll persuade others to do the same.
With these word’s, he left in a flurry.
We accepted his charges with a grain of salt and went on with
ceir work. Upon contemplation, however, we were forced to concede
that he had a point. Parking places are as scarce as whaling ships
in North Dakota and things are getting worse.
The college annually spends eight million dollars in San Jose.
In our cry for more parking places, we hereby propose: Starting now,
Spartan students will boycott local busineiLplates_in.
and Milpitas. Something n\ust be done and this is our only recourse.
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By EVAN STEPHEN
Truman has bucked "red-herrings". The Commander-in -Chief
has opposed Congress. The President has fought radio commentators. H.S.T. has successfully won
out over political opponents. Now
the Chief Executive is trying to
physically improve the American
variety of two of the sexes of the
species Homo sapiens.
Yesterday the Blair house resident renewed his request for a
universal military training law to
"eradicate" the "disgraceful discovery" that so many young
Americans are unfit for the armed
forces.
According to a U.P. dispatch, he
"described as one of the ’most disgraceful things in the history of
this country the discovery through
selective service that 34 per cent
of young American men and
women were physically or mentally unfit for bservice in the
armed forces.
The populizer of the Missouri
waltz went on to say that "a universal training program would
eradicate this."
But how would UMT do away
with the fact that 34 per Cent of
the eligible draftees are unfit for
service?
Under a compulsory military
training program, a man automatically would be subject for
training when he reached a specified age, probably around 19. The
training he- would receive practically would approximate that
given army inductees. Upon completion of his term, he would go
into the organized reserves and be
subject to call in a national emergency.
Does Truman believe that this
training will do away with the
unwanted 34 per cent by so improving their mental and physical
capacities and that they then
would be fit to serve in the reg-

-ular army or navy.
I hardly think so. What Truman has in mind is that with
UMT, the deficient 34 per cent
would be overlooked and given
military training anyway, regardless of any slight handicaps that
would tend to deny them the plea-sure of army experiences.
Truman has bombarded -congress eight times with requests
that they set up some kind -Of
UMT. With this "eradication of
the unfit" stuff he is advocating
a plan similar to San Jose’s solution of the city dump problem.
They plan to bury the refuse
where it won’t be noticed or
smelled.
Maybe Truman is going against
natural processes when he attempts to do away with the "lucky
An anthropology professor at
the University of Arizona believes
that the average man will shrink
to a height of two feet in another
million years. Dr. Bertram Kraus
says that modern man is already
diminishing in size and is losing
his little toes and third molars-.
Come now, Harry, surely men
without little toes or third molars
aren’t so bad off that they can’t
serve in the gaily-bedecked army
ranks.
The Arizona anthropologist went
on to say that the common ancestor of man and the anthropoid
ape has been found.
"These apes lived about 60,000,000 years ago. In other words,
man has taken 60,000,000 years to
become a man," Kraus said.
Too bad, Chief, maybe 34 per
cent of our males are slowly reverting to "the good ole’ days."
At any rate, taxes weren’t so high
then and credit controls weren’t
on hand to prevent a respectable
cave-dweller from acquiring a club
within 21 months.

Far Away Places
By MOISES de GUZMAN
While San Jose State college
views with grief the dog shortage
this quarter, our rival institution,
University of Santa Clara, has
dogs, boxers that is, who not only
go to class, but to the university
library.
The Michigan State "News"
reminds everyone that Nov. 5
to 11 will be observed as National Cat Week. The event is
sponsored by the American Feline Society, Inc. The slogan for

College Bread

Let’s Do Away with the Immature Rooting

...

&MINIM

this year’s observance is: "Help
Save America’s CatAdopt a
Cat." Come to think of it, I saw
a cat somewhere around Sparta
last week.
Negro educators of 17 Negro
land-grant colleges were told recently that they must not let the
states set up "fake" colleges in
the guise of equality of education,
by Dr. D. 0. W. Holmes, president emeritus of Morgan college
for Negroes in Baltimore, according to the "Daily Tar Heel", organ
of the University of North Caro-

lina.

-- --Students of foreign lands enrolled at University of California, Berkeley, have been
given some dope about football
games. They now know that a
"quarterback" be not a refund
and an "unbahuteed line" does
not mean the line men are mentally off.
--- Hawaiian-born Professor of English Emeritus, Dr. Benjamin Kurtz.
of the University of California,died in Oakland Iasi
served on the economic staff otthe Bears’ faculty since 1S3
scholarship fund for graduatestudents in English is behtig;Ostab-:.
lished to perpetuate his name.
A three -university stand against any form of abduction,
vandalism and road-blocking in connection with college rivalries I
was taken last week by both
students and administrative bigwigs of Syracuse, Cornell and :
Colgate universities.
A history professor at University of North Carcatia charmed:
his disinterested students one day’
when he said: "I like the colonial:
times because they called a spadea spade in those’days--and some-:
times they called- it a damned
shovel."
Fifteen hundred students of the.
University of Texas have joined anationwide protest of the dismissal of 27 University of Callfoenia.
professors.
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Blithe Reporter Answers Questions
Concerning Daily Weather Reports
By ED ROPER
The S.D. office has been swamped with four letters (cheap
carbon, if would make only three copies) from "Our Readers" who
are clamoring to know just what our qualifications are that we can
blandly foss off quips on the weather. We’re glad that they brought
this up. Our qualifications are astounding in ’number and scope.
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‘Party Machine,’ Campaign Signs
Give New Look to SJS Campus
Story and Photos
By MEL GAGNON
Each quarter, the campus takes
on a new look as "party machines" and student "politicians"
give their all to put across candidates for student body offices.
San Jose State college has just
passed through another election,
a
1 this "politicians all" was, as
usual, exemplified in an array of
cas...1.-..ign signs.
Running the gamut of glittering posters and hanging figures-in-effigy, the walk between
library arch and the Student
Union carried the message to
the voters.
But what effect does this campaigning tradition at SJSC have
the xoting stu nts ?. Do voters
fake the advice . offered in the
signs, or do they merely get a
laugh out of the humorous exhibits?
Attempts to find the real value
of this. pre-voting tradition was
made Friday by interviews with
numerous students on campus.
Most students, it was found,
pay considerable attention to the displays and look forward
to them each quaater. Some of
last year’s student body mem-

bers felt the efforts of this elec- kick out of seeting them, and it
tion were-far better than those certainly helps the office-seeker.
I
enjoyed last quarter, To this, I think the person with the most
mapy were In opposition, stat- imagination in his ad benefits
ing, as did Don Mehrtens, "On most because his narhe is the one
the whole the campaign post- you remember when you vote."
ers this year were not as good
In agreement with Ann, Bob
as last spring’s. Also, there did
Martin thinks these signs are
not seem to be as many. But
a lot better than "just" a name
those few that were good showupon a piece of cardboard, beed more ingenuity than ever because they show the ingenuity
fore." To Don, like the movies,
of the person running for ofthe outstanding posters "are
fice."
better than ever."
Apparently, the ingenius charThe majority of students ex-, acter gets more consideration
pressing comment felt that a lot during voting, for a number of
is added to college elections by thpse quizzed asserted that where
use of the eye-catching campaign- little is known of any of the caning. Said Ann Woolaver, "These didates for a certain office, the
signs are really swell! Everyone one who gets the vote is the peron campus seems to get quite -a son ’showing the most ingenuity in

Let us list them for you
We use Rimpfischhorn yo-yo
strings exclusively; we possess IGildy
a refreshing degree of naviete
in that we still think that It
takes four years to crash out of
this joint (after SIN years het4
. By ’Virginia MacPherson
this illusion is rather hard to
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 25 (UP) hold on to); we are the only
living American who cots him- We’re scraping the bottom of the
self while shaving with an elec- barrel these days. Now Hollytric razor; we are also the only wood’s .getting ready to immorman in the woaterrr-ftemisphere talize some housewife with a
who can not play Chopsticks on booming haw-haw.
the piano, though we go out of
Harold Peary’s looking for
our head on the glockenspiel "Miss Mirthquake of 1950." She’s
(we’ve just received a report gotta have an infectious giggle, a
that there is an Australian strong diaphragm, trilling tonsils
bushman sxho also makes this and plenty of lung power.
claim but we laugh at him, gufAnd this poses a desperate pre faw, you insidious pretender)
blem any way you look at it.
. ’
((Still with 1110). we are wide,Things are tough when you have
ly traveled in that we have
to hang a title on a gal’s innards.
been west of Market street, furBut there’s no getting around
ther south than George’s and
we’ve seen Milpitas (who wants it. Every other part of the fe’male chassis has been covered.
to go east?).
Could you want more? We From"Miss Legs" to "Miss
’Chest" to "Miss Knees" and on
gaaaaaht ’em!
We pay absolutely no attention down.
to the UP weather bulletin other I Contests have been staged to
than to note that it comes on a- find the
most beautiful back, the
pretty shade of yawler nail
er We beclroomiest eyes, the cutest nose,
--started off this quarter quoting the sexiest
lips, etc., etc. -the
them and
what happened?
It press agents haven’t missed a
rained when they said it would! thing.
How dull; whajra hackneyed way
Nowadays a man who wants to
to get reader interest.
By the time you get this rag, cook up a little excitement has
the weather has already devel- to get original. Hence, Peary ’s
oped for the day and after you "Miss Mirthquake."
have burned off three layers of
He’s the gent who used to be
nose skin you don’t have to be "Gildersleeve" on the radio. Ile
told it’s going to be a nose-peel- has his own CRS show, now.
ing hot day. When you get an
"F"’ you don’t have to he told
you’ve flunked the course.
Doesn’t an unsatiable pas.sioo
rock you from paop deck to fantail when’ you’re sweltering under,
HO4E OF THE COMPLETE
the arches and you pick up the
FRIED CHICKEN DINNER
paper to read that it’s snowing?
RESTAURANT ROW
PALO ALTO
Well, don’t it?

Sponsors
.New Contest

1NAH’S
$1.95

0

Kicks are all too few in this
slow drag known in Milpitas as
"collich". Latch on to those .you
can .and live life to the fullest.
’Read your - Morning weather,
and face life with a shudder.

Latest relea4011

Columbia
LONG-PLAYING

LOS ANGELES (UP) Undefeated Loyola will work on pass
defense drills today in preparation
for its Saturday tilt against the
Nevada wolf pack.
Coach Jordan Olivar said the
team will also sile plenty of scrimmage to improve the Lions’
ground game.

liapold:6

LUNCH BOX
DeLux Takeout Lunch Boxes

SANDWICHES
all dayevery day

School for Scandal

PERSONAL CHECKS CASHED
CYpress 2-4665
Between 6th & 7th on
East San Fernando

Records
Up to 45 minutes of muslc on
one record! . . . and all tlis
old-time favorites plus latest releases. Come in and tisten!

9epfuJoit

Nov. 2-3-4-6-7

30 E. SAN FERNANDO

Good Coffee, Wholesome Food, and Arden Ice Cream
WHAT A MEAL!!
NO BONES
ABOUT IT!
If always pays
to look well.

Lienry Steiling
and the boys

SAINTE CLAIRE
BARBER SHOP
Hotel Ste. Cleire

Weller
Associated Master lathers of Amnia"

Err

his advertising.

NORD S
SANDWICH SHOP
Candy
Cigarettes
Sandwiches
105 EAST SAN FERNANDO

Beta’s

BARN DANCE’
Leigh Hunt’s Orchestra

Friday, Oct. 27
ALPINE PARK
CANOAS ROAD, OFF ALMADEN RD.

Or.e strong supporter of this
type of campaign is’Tino Donoire
who would go for bigger and better photos. "Those pictures that
re shown just aren’t big enough,"
he said. They ought to put in full
ize
reproductions -- especially
when the candidates are girls, and
then they should be in bathing
suits.
interviewees were
Freshman
’not to be taken in by the humor
or Well designed ads though.
Froth Marie Bache and Pat Hale
stood firm by their convictions in
stating, "we like the idea of all
these signs, but they certainly
wouldn’t do much to alter our
voting. We would cast our ballots
for the person having the best
recommendations. Only then
would we consider his picture or
funny poster." ’

outii WAtittbli

Nothing Fried at Benedict’s
Open II A.M. - I A.M.

2nd & SAN SALVADOR

-STUDENTS!
Have you seen our
HALLOWE’EN PARTY SPECIALTIES?
We really have what it fakes
to put your party over.

CHATTERTON BAKERY
221 S. 2nd

Opposite YWCA

-

CYpress 4-3717
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W eddings in the Offing
I or Many SJS Couples
Dahl-Baltz

Kreidt-Talley

Among thp ranks xif the_neiad3&
affianced are Jean Louise Seitz
and Earle Dahl.
The bride-tobe’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jean
C. Baltz of San Jose, announced
the engagement this month.
Miss Baltz is a San Jose State
college alumna. While on campus she was affiliated with Kappa
Kappa Gamma and Delta Phi Upsilon. She has been teaching for
the past two years in Jackson.
Dahl calls College of the Pacific his alma mater.
His fraternal affiliation is Lambda Phi.
He is engaged in ranching and
business at Plymouth and Sutter
Creek.

Leanar51-4(zeidt,-Spsultan. Daily
editor during Spring quarter,
1949, has joined the ranks of the
affianced according to a recently
received communique. The brideelect is Mrs. Patricia Talley Jeffries of San Gabriel.
bride-to-be
his
met
Kreidt
vvhile-they were both members
of the Monrovia Journal staff.
Kreidt is now with the editbrial
department of the Santa Ana
Reporter. The couple are planting an April wedding.

Casey7Topham
The engagement of San Jose
,State college graduate Meroy
Jean Topham to Lenos Alden
Casey was announced recently by
the bride-elect’s mother, Mrs.
Fern Topham of San Jose, at a
family dinner party.
Miss Topham studied music
during her years on campus. She
was affiliated with Sappho society and Mu Phi music fraternity. Her current place of employment is in the Antioch schools.
The prospective benedict is a
native of Antioch. His parents are
Mr. and Mrs. James Casey of that
city.

Flagg-Simmons
Wedding bells will ring out
next month for Anita Marie Simmons and former Spartan Ronald
William Flagg. The First Methodist church in Campbell will be
the setting for the Nov. 26 ceremony.
The bride-to-be is the daughter
of Mr: and Mrs. Beverly Simmons
of Flagstaff, Ariz., and formerly
of San Jose. Miss Simmons attended Arizona State collage and
was affiliated there with gamma
Chi Beta sorority.
The prospective befiediet is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Flagg of Campbell. He atteilded
San Jose State colloge and Arizona State college.

Bean-Bartholomew
The engagement ol Nancy Bartholomew to Marshall N. Bean
was announced recently at a
’birthday supper given in honor
of the prospective benedict.
A
decorated cake heralded the romantic news.
The San Jose home of the brideelect’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Bartholomew, was setting for the
party.
Miss Bartholomew is a
former coed at San Jose State
college, and is currently employed
in this city.
Her husband-to-be is the son
Mrs. Anna Bean ef San Franelse): He is a senior police major at San Jose State college
and Is affiliated with Chi Pi gigma. Prior to coming on campus,
Bean served two years_ln__ the
army.

a

Mariotfe-Peter
Alpha
pledges,
CM Omega
dressed as French maids, passed
a gaily decorated box of chocolate?’at a recent sorority meeting to herald the engagement of
Lavonne Peter to Richard Mariatte.
.
Miss Peter is a senior interior
decoration major at San Jose
State college. Last year she
served as majorette with the college marching band. Miss Peter’s
alma mater is Lincoln high school.
The bride-elect le The daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Peter of
San Jose.
The future benedict attended
San Jose State college and was
affiliated with Delta’Sigma Gam.;
ma. He is graduate of Los Gatos
high school and the son of Mr.
A. R. Mariotte and Mrs. Edith
Mariotee of that town. _

Neuterman-King

Nine Teachers
Attend Meet
At Asilomar

.5

Cupid has evidently been busy
throwing his darts Alpha Phi
house way.
At recent sorority
meetings five membets revealed
weddings in the offing.
Among. the -affianced are Dorothy Rokusek.and Bill Thompson.
Miss Rokusek is a junior education major at San Jose State college. Her activities center around
ski club and rally committee. She
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
F. B. Rokusek of Alameda. Her
fiance is a senior at University of
Califorpia at Berkeley and a member of the varsity basketball
team. Thompson’s fraternal at
is Theta Delta Chi. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. A. H.
Thompson of tinge.
Also passing the traditional box
of chocolates was Margaret McDonnell to herald her betrothal to
Jack Williams. Miss McDonnell is
a sophomore at San Jose State
college, majoring in commercial
art. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. L. J. McDonnell of ’Oakland.
Williams is also a student at
San Jose State college. He is a
senior industrial arts major. His
parents are Mr. and Mrs. W.
Williams of San Jose.
Dottie McCormack is engaged
to Dave Nelson. A sophomore at
San Jose State college, she is the

daughter of Dr. and Mrs. R. W.
McCormack of San Jose. Her future husband is affiliated with
Sigma P1 fraternity at SJS. Major and Mrs. R.. 0. NelSon of
Monterey are his_ parents .
Annamae Azzarello has become
the fiancee of Bob Vatuone. The
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
Azzarello of San Jose, .she .is a
junior educational major. The
prospective benedict is a law student at Santa Clara university
and is affiliated there with Gamma Eta Kappa. He is the son of
Mrs. R. Vatuone.
Also among the--iNhtt Itrorinatrimony-bound are Carolyn. -Fink
and Robert W. Bradley. Miss Fink
is an education major at San Jose
State college. She is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Fink of
San Carlos.

Art Frat Offers
Dance Bids Here
"Witches Wobble" is the thee
for a dance tomorrow night sponsored by Alpha Gamma, art club,
The affair will be ftld at the
Santa Clara Horsemen’s club
from 9 p.m. until 1 a.m.
Bids are on sale for $1 under
the library arch.

Macway-Marcus

Dale-Rice

Charles S.

King-White
The engagement of ex-coed
Beverly White to John King was
announced recently at a dinner
party at the home of the brideelect’s parents.- The couple -plan
to be married in April.
Miss White is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie White of San
Jose.
Mr. and Mrs: Harlie King of
San Jose are parents of the benedict-to-be. King is a graduate of
San Jose Technical high school.

Students Pick Up
’Art Treasures’
From the Art department comes
glad tidings.
Mr. R. L. Strimpel of the Art
SeMinar office (A18, Art building) says art students can pick
up their lost art treasures after
1:30 p.m. today.
Mr. Strimpel says this may be
your last chance to pick up your
crAttions in tooled leather and
woven cloth. If you’ve lost or forgot to pick up any of your stuff
just identify it for Mr. Strimpel
and take it to your garret or some
other’ safe place,
Mr. zpe
Stri
I’s office will be
dition ’
weaving -and leather
open
y after 1:30 p.m. In adwork, there are some block printing samples and a few puppets,

makes its own

ICE

Doh Schaeffer, last year’s .ASB
president, Tuesday night became
father of a baby girl. The new
WtghThg stverr-pounds,
one ounce, was born on her father’s birthday and is doing well, according to Joe Ashworth, intimate
friend of the family.
Mrs. Schaeffer, ex-SJS co-ed
Katie Joungaworth, is resting at
O’Connor hospital. The Schaeffers
were married a year ago last
summer and now reside in San
Francisco, where Schaeffer is
seeking his MA degree at San
Francisco State college.
An outstanding boxer at SJS,
Schaeffer was a leader in student affairs and was affiliated with
Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity. He
already is grooming his daughter for the diapzr tournament, at
which Schaeffer claims to be a
novice.

is "being
June wedding
A
planned by San Jose State college coed Alice King and Frank
Neuterman. The couple’s engagement was revealed this summer
at a luncheon at the Women’s
Athletic club, -SanFrancisco.
Miss King is a home economics
major from San Francisco. She is
a member of Delta Nu Theta
honorary Home Economics society.
Her fiance is a graduate of the
University, of California at Berkeley. Neuterman is employed as
Nine faculty members of the
an engineer at McClellan air base Women’s Physical
Education deat Sacramento.
partment returned Sunday from
Asilomar, where they ’attended
the 26th annual conference of
Delta Gamma sorority sisters the Western Society of Physical
learned of Miss Patty Marcus’ Education for College Women
engagement to Howard Macway The conference was held Thursrecently when a five pound box of day through Saturday.
candy was passed to the group.
Dr. Irene Palmer, head of the
Miss Marcus is the daughter of Women’s Physical Education deMr. and Mrs. Stanley E. Marcus partment at San Jose State colof Redwood City. She is a junior lege, participated in a panel diseducation major at San Jose State cussion of the graduate program
college.
for women studying physical eduMacway is the son of Mrs. M. E. cation.
Kock of Redwood City. He is an
Dr. Elizabeth Prange presented
engineering major on the Spartan the group report at the general
campus. His fraternal affiliation session Saturday afternoon.
is Phi Sigma Kappa.
Miss Ardith Frost and Miss
Mary Wiley were members of
the Saturday night entertainment
The engagement of,
of Mary Rice committ!e for the conference,
to Donald Dale was
recently at a party given at the San
Jose home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Dale, the benedict-to-be’s parents. Co-hosting the affair was
Mrs. John Rice, mother of the
affianced Miss Rice.
The young couple are both former students at San Jose State
college. Miss Rice was affiliated
with Kappa Phi Methodist women’s sorority. She is a graduate
of San Jose hospital school of
nursing.

The BIG DIPPER
Including

Former ASB Prexy Alpha Phi Sorority Sisters
Don Schaeffer Is Pass Traditional Chocolates
Papa of Baby Girl

CREAM

sh peach, fresh strawberry, fresh cantaloupe, peppermint stick,
rocky road and over SO other flavors.
t EAST SAN FERNANDO, BETWEEN 5th & 6th -STS.

GUBSER
RUSINESSMAN
FARMER
CIVIC LEADER

-Assemblyman
(21th DISTRICT)

_CALIFORNIA=
At
Midnite
Tomorrow.

AS SKETCHED

7.95

Make
Up A
Party
Sound a fan -fare for twin fans of
cluster pleats that set free fhe’slimhipped lines of CENTURY’s new
mobile skirt . . . and for the hidden
talent of a lined pocket smoothly
coacealed in the side seam. Superlative all wool flannel in vibrant shades
of Spice Brown. Spruce Green,

N STAGE fit /kw

rtmicisco
4ND OA

NEW

MID-NITE SHOW

HOUSE OF
TERROR
ON THE SCREEN
"SPOOK BUSTERS"

Red bulb, Cambridge6rey.

Others
5.95
to
25.00

Claret
Navy or Black. Sizes 10 to

MEET YOUR
COUNCIL

? fuwith
Man of

Bob Madsen--ASB vIce-prestdent, biological science major
hailing from San Jose, is a senior and has been active in stu.

come
The
Is a
The
sturatty
lamin of

t the
club
nder

?t,

The question of compulsory student body ’fees was one of’ the
items discussed by the state college business officers meeting in
San Diego Thursday and kriday.
E. S. Thompson, business manager, said he feels it is one of our
Current Problems. "I have asked
the deans to take up the matter
of a compulsory student fee before," Thompson said. "I pope we
will have one soon," he added.
State_ college business officers
attending the semi-annual meet-

ing took a tour of the San Diego
State college grounds Thursday.
They observed maintenance and
adin.nistrative operations, ’Montson said.
Thompson and Glen Guttormsen of the business office, journeyed to San Diego Wednesday to
attend the tvivrei day meet They
returned home by plane Friday
night.
Last year’s meetihg of the state
college business officers was held
on the San Jose campus last
autumn.

_ClassifiectAdvertising

Mat-Fink
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Officers Discuss Fee

BOB MADSEN
dent government since coming
to San Jose state college three
years ago.
Some of Bob’s positions at
5.15 Include; Freshman camp
committee, freshman sophomore,
and junior class representative
to the Student council, Sophomore clams president, and the
Fairness committee.
Member of Delta tpailon fraternity and the Blue Key honor
organization; Bob is 21 years
old and -6 feet tall.

Palmer Urges
PE Attendance
All women’s physical education
-classes will report to the Women’s
gym Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday of next week for roll
call and announcements, Dr. Irene
Palmer, head of. the- Women’s
Physical Education department,
announced yestenday. -Failure to
attend will mean unexeitsed- absences.

FOR SALE
1937 Olds Club Coupe. New
tires, new paint, motor overhauled. CLayburn 8-4988.
For Sale: Full size used Norge
Electric Refrigerator. Excellent
Inquire
Reasonable.
condition.
speech office.
’39 Plymouth. $350. Good tires,
brakes, motor. Very clean. See
after 5 p.m.- -64 S. 16th -street.
Phone CY 2-8803;
1941 Chevrolet Club Coupe. Metallic green. Top condition, radio
and heater. Gordon Nicolson. 599
S. 10th. After 4 p.m. Bear apartment, upstairs.
Sofa not new but In good
condition with slip cover. $15.
CY 5-9266.
WANTED

blocks from college. 367 S. Eighth
street. CY 3-9647. Mr. Mertz.
Apartment’ to share for two
boys with two other boys. Good
stove and electric refrigerator.
Same address as above.
Mee: Comfortable room near
college. Single or double. Furnace
heat. Reasonable. 406 S. 11th
street.

730

QUICK, COURTEOUS
SERVICE

Ski Club to Start
Winter Activities

Garage wanted. Must be near
600 block on S. Fifth street. Phone
CY 3-9774.

Aeri -de darer
dah seireeliv i4e OM*.

FOR RENT

Sdiidk

Men: Rooms ivith kitchen privileges. One half block from school.
357 S. Sixth street. CY 4-5449.
Girl students: ’Share rooms,
kitchen and refrigerator. Half
block from college. 43 S. Fifth
street. CY 2-6537.
Pleasant room for two men.
Outside entrance. Adjoining both.
Close in.
$5 per week each.
CY 4-8329. 321 Gifford avenue.
Notice! Rooms for rent. Good
beds, individual desks, good lights.
Best rooms in town. Just three-

All ASB members eligible for
membership.
(’CF: 12:30 p.m. today meet in
S31.
Campus Chest Committee: Meet
in Room 24 at 4:30 p.m. today.
Newman club: Business meeting
beginning at 7:30 o’elock tonight
in Newman hall, followed by Halloween party ending at 11:30.

"20’

cnootie?
Sure! And you would be too, if you
were this cutie. She knows how the
sparkle of rhinestone and the softness
of pearl CAM 444 glamour to her
ensembles . . . and she. Ittlaw.s, too,
that she has chosen jewslry styled
for her individually. Yes, she’s
smartie, because she shopped at
Elwoods, where a personal :interest
is taken in helping you select the
right jewelry at the right prices.

Entered as second class matter April
24, 1934, at San Jose, California, under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Full leased wire service of United Press.
Press of the Globe Printing Company,
1445 S. First St., San Jose, California.
Member, California NeCspaper Publisher’s Association.

NEW SHAPE, NEW BALANCED BEAUTY I
REAL ROTARY MOTOR!

Presenting the shaver that’s sweeping
men’s faces cleaner from coast to coast.
The great new Schick "20" - celebrating
Schick’s 20 years as first name in electric
shaving. Press the Stop-Start Button, move
the "20" around your face - and you’ve a
clean sweep from ear to ear. join the swing
to the new Schick "20" - complete with
Caddie Case - right at our counters.

Eta Epsilon: Meeting Wednesday, Nov. 1, for initiation of new
members.
Prospective initiates
sign up at home economics batetin board. Old members sign bulletin board list for committee
duty.

SPARTAN DAILY
San Joie State College

The Electric Shaver with

Ask for Marvel
at

PALO ALTO
222 UNIVERSITY

SAN JOSE
86 S. to

We specialize in fine and delicate
garments. Formals Blouses
SweatersKnit Suits

at the

12th

ONLY
2410

Schick Super $22.50
Schick Colosiel $17.50

Pay nothing extra for credit
only the regular cash price.

CYprins 3-9309

GEORGE TANNER, Owner-Operator

SMART NEW CADDIE CASE I

OPEN AN ACCOUNT
LOW WEEKLY TERMS

4-HOUR SERVICE IF DESIRED

"Catering to those Who Care"

NEW HI -VELOCITY HEADS!

Buy on Proctor’s
Christmas Lay-Away= Plan

398 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET

Santa Clara Street at

Heath Heads
Faculty Meet

The San Jose State college Ski
club will hold its initial meeting
Dr. Harrison F. Heath, head Pf
of the quarter in the Student Unthe American Association of Uniion tonightssat 7:30 o’clock, acversity Professors chapter here,
cording_to Bill Cincilla club presinvites- all-niembers-So--attend the
ident.
first business meeting of this
"Anyone interested in winter quarter Friday, Oct. 27, at 12:30
sports is welcome to join the Ski in Room Al.
club. Free instructions will be
Dr. Heath also invites memgiven this year, so you don’t have bers who have recently transferred
to know how to ski to-become a to this college to attend this and
member," Cincilla stated.
subsequent meetings.
Membership dues in the club are
Topics to be discussed, accord$2 a year and Weekly meetings are ing to Dr. Heath, are a proposed
held on Tuesday nights in the hike in AAUP national dues, a
Student Union.
study of ways in which instructClub officers elected last spring ing methods could be improved,
are: Bill Cincilla, president; Norm and consideration of a letter from
Simpson, vice-president; Pat the San Francisco State college
Mason, secretary; Marsha Wheeler, AAUP chapter opposing the Calitreasurer; Norma Arden, historian. fornia loyalty oath.

ART CLEANERS
Sfarfile .21rive-Ja I
RESTAURANT

5

LOST AND FOUND
A week ago I found a coat in a
box from Colman’s Feminine Finery in a street in North Hollywood. In one pocket was a stub
from the San Jose State-Santa
Clara football game of Oct. 7.
Ticket was Sec. H, Row 28, Seat
10. On receipt of identifying coat
I will forward it to owner. Irving
J. Murphy, 13073 Terra Bella
street, Pacoima, Calif.

Aanouncements
Phi Epsilon Kappa: No meeting
today.
AC’S Affiliates: Sign up in
chemistry building if interested in
party to be held tomorrow night,
o’clbck, at Dr. Naylor’s home.
Colored slides, dancing, ping pong
and cards are scheduled.
-Sigma Delta Pi: En casa del Dr.
Moellering, Jueves, 7 p.m.
Campus Chest: Rehearsals and
auditions for campus chest show
in Room 21 today at 4:30 p.m., and
tOrriOrrow, same time, in Morris
Dailey.
AWS: Come to 211 Balbach
street and help us stuff 90,000
Christmas seal envelopes. The task
must be completed this week.’
Tau beiti Phi: Sign sheet on
Tower door for luncheon meet tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. in Tower.
Aquarium club: 7:30 o’clock tonight in Room S206 we will draft
constitution and talk on tank construction. All interested invited.
Bibliophiles: Today at 4:20 p.m.
in 1.212 we will discuss final plans
for rummage sale to be held SatOrday; Oct. 28, from ’10 a.m. to
5 p.m. at 124 N. Market street.
Student Religious Forum: Meet
at Student Y. 4:30 p.m. today.
Ald dub: First meeting tonight,
o!clock, in Student Union.
!AI...discuss plans for the year.
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Mermen
Grim Grid Outlook Frosh
Edge Palo Alto
Survey Puts
Carpenter on
Shelf for ’50

Santa Clara Harriers
Invade Spartan Field
The Santa Clara Broncos will invade Spartan field tomorrow
afternoon at 5:15 with hopes of upsetting Coach Don Bryant’s cross
country team, who will be looking for its second win of the season.
Coach Bryant pointed out that the Broncos would not be bringing a large squad, but the few that are coming will provide the
Spartans with plenty of competi-*
on the shorter route against the
lion,
The locals %yin be entering their Broncos."
The five that the harrier
entire 18-man squad against Sancoach referred to when he made
ta Clara.
the above statement are Dore
"Five of the men ran the San Purdy, Paul Jennings, Paul
Francisco State four -mile course Bowan, Bill Head, and Carl
faster than they have run the 3.4 Moore.
Coach Bryant also stated that
mile course at Spartan field,"
Coach Bryant added. "They are this year’s squad is one of the
most spirited groups that he has
anxious to see what they can do
coached. This was brought out in
the Gatos- meet when two of the
DUNKING PERMITTED
Spartans, Bob Weber and Roy
Hodges, paid their own expenses
. . . in your own cup.
to compete in the meet.

DIERKS
371 West San Carlos

FARMER
BUSINESSMAN
CIVIC LEADER

Assemblyman
(29th DISTRICT)

Personal Needs
DRUGS
TOILETRIES
FOUNTAIN
PRESCRIPTIONS

at
Reasonable Prices
4.67,1-otray15

10th & William
Open ’till i0 p.m.

CY 2-5502

HOUSE of FLOWERS
234 S. 2nd

CV 4-6595

Flowers For All Occasions
CORSAGES OUR SPECIALTY
Corns In Today10% Discount To All
State College Students!

San Jose State college’s grid
outlook for the rest of the season
looked grim when it was revealed
yesterday by Coach Bob Bronzan
that Center Bob Hitchcock would
be lost to the Spartan cause for
the rest of the year. Carpenter
was operated on yesterday for a
knee injury sustained in the USF
game last week.
With Center Keith Carpenter
out Indefinitely, and Tackle Jim
Moulton lost to Uncle Sam, the
Spartan line will be at its weakest potential since the Stanford
game.
Ironically enough, the three
linemen are the best the Spartans have had up front defensively, and their absence will definitely weaken the Raider’s efforts to
stave off the upset -minded thrusts
of the Pepperdine Waves this coming Saturday night.
Al (7ementina has been
switched to left halfback to
make up for the expected absence of fleet back Buddy
Traina. Traina will suit up for
the Wave encounter, but is not
expected to see action.
The 35-man traveling squad for
the game in Los Angeles Saturday
will he one of the most injury riddled squads ever to leave Washington Square. Coach Bob Bron-

zan may be called upon to use
every man on the roster, and
every man is expected to see formidable and lengthy action.
Yesterday’s practice scrum was
the first in four days, and featured heavy contact work. Team
members had been given a fourday rest to permit them to get
over the USF injuries, besides
there weren’t enough healthy
Spartans to permit a full-scale
practiee.

lie Should Worry?
SAN FRANCISCO --- (UP/
It
was all a mistake, Joe Kuharicb,
,,,University of San Francisco football coach, said today. ,....
Kuharich’s remarks abaft the
"rough" style of play used by the
Fordham Rams were "misinterpreted", he said.
The Don coach was quoted as
saying the Fordham linemen were
"mean and ugly" and their tackling was "downright brutal" at
times.
He did not intend his statements
to sound like complaints, rather,
he said, they were compliments to
"rough" tough and aggressive football.
Pepperd1ne will pin some of
their hopes for an upset on the
fancy stepping of Right Halfback Dick Meltvedt, above, Saturday night against an injury
riddled San Jose State college
team. Gilmore stadium at Los
Angeles sviH be the scene of the
encounter. Last year the Waves
lost to the Spartans, 12-49.

Prep Team, 8-7
Coach Charlie Walker’s yearling
splashers of Spartan water polo
edged the Palo Alto high school
squad 8-7 in the high school gym
Tuesday afternoon.
The frosh, who have shown
improvement with every. game,
were sparked by Taylor Hathaway, with 3 points; Dick Wegener, with 3; Dave Merrick, 2;
and Chester Kell, 1.
Modesto JC’s mermen will arrive here Friday to play the fresh-.
men in a 7:30 p.m. preliminary
game trrthe SJS-Cal Aggie varsity
contest.
The varsity snatched a close 3-2
win from the Aggies at Davis on
Oct. 12, but both teams_ haxe
gained experience since and will,
be "up" for Friday night’s ba.ttk.
There is a Choice of Many
ICE CREAM
SANDWICHES
CANDY and MILK at

San Jose Box Lunch
135 E. San Antonio, off 4th
Opitn ’till 2:45 p.m.

Hallowe’en Party
Saturday Night
Favors and Prizes

"UCLA, US(’, and University
of California met in a tri-meet
down South last week." he continued. "And the first man in
that meet finished with a time
of 22:50, which was bettered by
11 men in our meet with San
Francisco State.

Maxine Joyce
and her
All -Girl Band

However, the course down
there, which is approximately
the same distance as the one
that our team ran on, may be
rougher."

Per Person

Only 75c
REFRESHING SNACK BAR

Dore Purdy and Ellwin Stribling will be out to better the preseason mark 9f -19:34.9, whifh was
made by the’ Tatter’ during the
Spartans’ first _informal workout.
Purdy did not compute at the
time, hut defeated the San Francisco freshman by a stride last
week against the Gaters.

Bayshore Hall
BAYSHORE HIGHW
-By

this Underpass .
At Santa Clara Stoplights

Paul Jennings continues to
Improve with each workout, and
should be among the first five
or six men at the end of the
race.
Al Weber is capable of giving
and Stribling the competition needed to crack the pre -season mark. In fact,. he could take
the IA orks.

We Buy,

and Repair
Guns, Golf Clubs,

eurdy

USC Students
Cheer Cravath

Coach Bryant was pleased with
the showing of Veteran Bob Weber in the Gates’ meet. Bob has not
had much opportunity to work out
LOS ANGELES---I UP) ---Footthis season due to working outside
ball Coach Jeff Cravath was
of school.
cheered today at a rally by 400
Other men that will face the University of Southern California
Broncos tomorrow are Bob Ander- students and Cravath thanked
son, Paul Flannagan, Frank John- them "from the bottom of my
son, Herbie Bonds, K. Jensen, Jack heart" for their support despite a
Fourcade, Ed Hass, Mark Hilde- winless football season._
brand, Phil Moores, Ray Cuffmith.
The spontaneous rally was held
Dick Inghran, and Dan Sawyer.
to counteract rumors that alumni
and fraternity row had held "secret meetings" to shake up the
coaching staff because of the
showing of the Trojans on the
gridiron this season. Student and
Here’s how the Spartans have alumni leaders have denied such
stacked up against their competi- meetings were held.
tion so far this season according
"Thank you from the bottom of
to team statistics released by
my heart," Cravath, the only
Publicity Director Danny Hill.
speaker at the brief rally, told the
FIVE GAMES
students. "Like you, I want to do
S.1
OPP. whatever is best for the school."
First Downs
$0
all
He said that Trojan teams had
Rushing Plays
304
251
been "down" in the past but he
Yards Rushing
113$
1126
believed the presen-t team also
Avg. Der Game
225.2 226.6 could make a comeback.
Yards Panned
460
496
John Chapman, head yell leader,
Avg. per Came
96.2
92.0
led cheers for Cravath. A band of
Yds. Pass & Rush .... 1622
1593
Avg. per Game
324.4 318.6 seven students who arrived near
the end of the rally, played a
Passes Attempted
143
80
Trojan song, "Fight On."
P810/14.11 Completed
38
31
Palitflefl had Intercep
12
9
Jallopies with signs, "We’re BeScoring Passes
4
3
hind You, Jeff," "Win with Jeff,"
38.8
Punting Avg.
35.2 paraded near the rally, which was
Penalties
37
17
attended by SC football players,
Yds. Lost Penalties
185
265
including Paul McMurtry, Ralph
Fumbles
20
18
Pucci and Mercer Barnes.
12
Fumbles Lost
8

San Jose State
Team Statistics
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Reynolds Bids
For AA Honors
Bobby Reynolds, a swivel -hipped
young halfback from the University of Nebraska, is making his
niche, if not a canyon, on America’s sports pages this season.
A 19-year-old native son, Reynolds has sparked the Corn husker eles en to two wins and
a tie In four frays of topnotch
competition. The budding star
already has drawn the nicknames of the "Blonde Bombshell" and the "Rambler" from
impressed sports writers.
In four games, Reynolds has
scored 72 points, highest mark in
the country.
He totaled
19
against Indiana in the opener, 14
against Minnesota, 19 against Colorado and 19 against Penn State.
His 11 touchdowns include runs
from nine to 89 yards, with touch:
down passes accounting for two
of them.
A hard, elusive runner. Reynolds nicety is brought down by
only one tackler. He has racked
up 675 yards from scrimmage,
and owns the highest average
per carry in the country. Opposing football coaches plan
their defenses to stop one man,
but the up-and-coming ;sophomore has not been stopped yet.
Fool ball writers twice have
chosen Reynolds in the top backfield of the week in the last month.
When the All-American Nabors are
dished out, he’ll be one halfback
who merits thorough consideration.

Tennis Rackets

ORDON’S
SPORT SHOP
121 E. SAN FERNANDO
Across from Cal. Book CO.

n
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EtiOneering Dept.
Formulates Plans
For Alumni Assn.

Hey, What Goes on Here?

plans to establlah an Engineer-Ing Alumni association on campus
were announced recently by the
Engineering department.
Dr. Ralph Smith, department
head, said he is most anxious to
have such a group started here,
"as it would be of definite help
to all students in obtaining jobs
at some future date."
He cited cases such as that of a
’49 graduate, Walter Haines, who
was instrumental in obtaining an
engineering position at the Delmo
Victor corporation of San Carlos
for Francis Boomer, a ’540 SJS
graduate.
Smith also is of the opibion
that a move toward a strong
alumni association woul d be a
great morale builder for students
in college, for they would see the
results of the engineering degree
aa exemplified in the job-holding
graduates.
are urged to keep in
. "alumni
contact with the college Engineering office, and attend the department’s s oc i a 1 functions," Smith
said: "At the recent picnic held
by our society students enjoyed
mixing with former graduates because they were able to get firsthand information on engineering
positions. These returning alumni
can be of great assistance, because
they know the problems of the
students and are able to offer
considerable advice.’

Vets Get Nov.
Checks on 6th,
13th of Month
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Young Republicans to
Make Voting Easier
Applications for absentee ballots will be available today, tomorrow and every day through
Thursday of next week in the Student Union, according to Bob
Whitall, acting chairman of the
on -campus Young Republican
group. "This service is beingoffered free to all students who are
voters registered in California,
with no emphasis on political affiliations," NVhitall stated.
The booth will be open daily
between 12 noon and 3:30 p.m.
Whitall explained that if a student wishes to vote in his home
area, he may fill out an application at the booth in the Student
Union, and he club representative will see that the application
is mailed to the proper place.
Then, the home district will send
the student his ballot to his San
Beneath the brown fedora is one Kay Lyon. business man, who
seems to be measuring Lyke Editor Stan Bennett with a printer’s
pica gauge for some unknown reason. Other members of the staff
look on.
Photo by Bob Stone.

Lyke Editor Reveals
Plans for Publication

By JACK GALLAGHER
What is Lyke going to be like this quarter?
To find out, Lyke Editor Stan Bennett was subjected to a barrage
of likely questions.
Spartan Daily Reporter: What will the cover look like?
Stan Bennett: It will be multi-colored, collegiate in character, and

Jose address, where he may fill
it out and mail it back.
"This service will make voting
through the absentee ballot much
simpler for the student," Whitall
asserted. The Young Republican
group will furnish postage and envelopes for the applications, which
may be sent to any district in the
state of California.
The student council granted the
club permission to take this action at its last meeting. This is
the first time a service of this
kind has been set up on the SJS
campus, Whitall disclosed.
Ile
added that a student living in
this county is eligible for the service also, since many students may
not have the opportunity to vote
otherwise.

EngineersHold
Fall Barbecue
At Alum Rock
Slide rules and log tables were
neglected while engineering students and faculty attended the
annual fall ba r be cue at Alum
Rock park recently.
William Sarbo, president of the
engineerimrsdeiety, was chairman
of the event. Festivities began at
12 noon with a "sandlot" softball
game, and ended with serving of
steaks to the 50 persons in attendance.

have a holiday theme.
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Yes. Lots more, and we
S.D.R.: What will be the outimeed ideas for cartoons., too. If
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on
S.D.R.: What are the requireMonth"
the
of
"Picture
The
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Moris a lithograph done by Roy
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commercial
senior
ita,
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_Do_ you need more.
Classics with the steady styling that lasts for
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A37 437 437
(I wish that
were my age)

but it’s only 43 more shopping days
’till Christmas.
Shop early, while the selection is
ample. Use my lay-away plan, and
also my bonus plan end save.

Jim Mate
Pipe & Gift Shop
68 S. FIRST ST.
CY 2-8642
Where you can buy with confidence.

DO YOU WANT GOOD FOOD?
DO YOU LIKE A PLEASANT ATMOSPHERE?
DO YOU CRAVE AN INEXPENSIVE .
BUT EXCELLENT MEAL?
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Warren Blomseth Rises
In SJS Drama Roles
From the role of elevator leov to that of an English nobleman ii
-Om. story of Warren Vomseffes dramatic aclivities on the SJS campus.
Last winter’s production of "John Loves Mary’ featured neophyte Blomseth as the elevator boy, his first dramatic venture. A top
role next, that of the squire in "The Corn is Green" fell to Warren
who followed his cow, ineing per-*
formance with the portrayal ot planning to pursue the theater as
Baptista in "Taming of the a full-time occupation. Majoring
shrew".
in speech and seeking a general
Now, this quarter’s initial pro- secondary credential, he hopes to
duction from the Drama depart- teach after graduation in June.
ment finds him portraying Sir
Peter. Teazle, "School for Seenemdant" English nol;aemaz-irialov
bodies the qualities of both extreme temper and Irish good
humor.
. Warren considers the role a
challenging one in that it should
raise in the audience mixed reactions of amusement and sympathy
at the plight of the old bachelor
marrying a kittenish young country girl. How the problems of Sir
Peter and his young bride are finally solved in "School for Scaridal" make it artiusing fare.
On the personal side of Warren’s activities; he is unusual in
that he is a student actor not

OT Dept. Head
Is Back from
Trip to Colo.

r

Miss Mary D. Booth, Occupational Therapy department head*
returned to the campus Monday
following a week-long stay in
Glenwood Springs, Colo., where
she attended the national convention of occupational therapists.
"Much was accomplished by the
convention members," Miss Booth
said, "and the Colorado site was
perfect.. The clear, warm weather
was most enjoyable, and certainly
helped us to accomplish all that
we did."
A preliminary meeting was held
by OT educators preceding the
actual convention. Those attending compiled a curriculum guide
-for schools -offering occupational
therapy courses.
During one of the early meetings of the convention, persons in
attendance were asked to list the
needs of the OT schools today.
_ 13y_ the _final dav_of the meet.
Miss Booth said that changes and
desirable features were compiled
into a report which was read to
the group.
’Many lectures were give.’ at
the convention by authorities in
the fields of medicine and therapy.
A select few covered the topics of
the use of artificial arms, use of
OT on infantile paralysis patients,
tuberculosis and psychiatry.
During the final two days of the
Colorado meet, an institute was
held to present new methods of
therapy to the educators.
Although sessions were usually
held from 8 a.m. until 10 p.m. at
night, Miss Booth managed to find
time for relaxatiOn. She especially enjoyed visiting the sulphur
baths and *swimming pools for
-which Glenwood Springs Is noted.

.December Grads
May Get Activity
Finals or no finals, it’s beginning to look like December graduates at San Jose State college
are going to get a Senior activity.
Bill Felse, San Jose State college graduate manager, has put
his stamp of approval on the idea
first proposed in council meeting
last spring. His proposal, read in
yesterday’s Seniorelass---eouneit-that the December graduates
should meet with the council was
approved. The council set next
Monday’s regular meeting as the
date for talking over possible activities with the graduates.
The activity, whatever it is,
won’t exclude the graduates from
finals, President T. W. MacQuarrie stated last week. It will be
planned not to conflict with the
annual President’s tea at which
time graduates receive their diplomas from the president.

Thomas Skeds Library Offers Current Information
Old-Fashioned With Minimum Browsing for Students
Scritbbing at Y
1

The building and grounds occu-pled--by. the Student Y, ,272 S.
Seventh street, will go through an
old-fashioned scrubbing between
10 a.m. and 3 p.m. Saturday, according to Herb Thomas, chairman
of the Student Y house committee.
Participants will be literally
"putting their house in order,"
according to Thomas. Students attending should wear old clothes
and expect to do some hard work.
Cleaning and straightening will be
the main emphasis. A new recreation room will be established in
the rear building.
Lunch will be served in the
kitchen of the Student Y. A
charge of 25 cents will be made
to cover the cost of food. Participants do not need to be members
of the Student Y; any willing
student may attend. Thomas said.
San Jose State college owns the
property occupied by the Student
Y. The property is loaned to the
organization until such time as it
will be necesary to raze the buildings as part of the future expansion program.

WARREN BLOMSETH
In the meantime, he spends some
eight hours a day in rehearsals
before "School for Scandal" opens
Nov. 2.

School for Scandal
Nov. 2-3-4-6-7
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By JOE SHEEHAN
The business of student research
In the library need not be as difficult as it sometimes seems. The
many current services WSW OW Me
make unnecessary the endless
browsing in the stacks for information on relatively recent happenings.
The index of the New York
Times, published every two weeks,
is available at the desk in the
main reference room.

SJS Teachers
Hear Lecture
Miss Pauline Davis and Mrs.
Rizpah Lindstrom of the Nursing
Education department were in Los
Angeles yesterday attending the
California State Nurses Association annual convention.
The two San Jose State college
instructors attended the meet to
hear Gerda Hojer of Stockholm,
Sweden, president of the International Council of Nurses, speak
on the subject "World Health and
the International Council of
Nurses."
The convention has been underway since Monday, and will extend
to Friday, but the two college
nurses planned only to attend on
Tuesday and Wednesday. Accompanying the instructors on the
southern trip is Mrs. F. Albert
Ellis, former Science department
instructor at SJS.

A facsimile of the particular .
Times issue can be located in the
cabinet of the microfilm reader which is located near the desk.
The role or microfilm can be
serted into the reader and the
issue or issues examined on the
large screen.
The reader was used by a student recently for research on the
Dr. Sanders euthanasia case, .according to Miss Dorii Smith of
the library faculty. Since no.comprehensive magazine had been
written on the case up .to that
time, the student’s only recourse
was to the Times’ account of. the
For purely facitual-material, a
look at Facts on File may supply.
the necessary data. This pubIlea-’
tion is a digest of facts pertainingto all recent events of news value.
Its range includes education,
sports, obituaries, arts, science and
business. It, too, may be obtained
upon request at the desk in the
reference room.
Moody’s service is another factual publication. Compiled and
issued weekly, it reports business
conditions in relation to quotations
and statements on stocks, tiondt..
trusts, and other financial comb: nations.
The News Map of the Week, in.
addition to indicating the areas of
the world in which events aro
taking place on a large, full-color
relief map, presents the news ;rt
summary along with photographs,
charts and graphs.

Enjoy your dgarette! Enloy truly -Rne tokacco
that comnes
perfect madam and rich
taste in one greet ciyarette Lucky Striks;
Perfect mildness? You bet. Scientific tests,
confirmed by three independent consulting
laboratories, prove that Lucky Strike is milder
than any other principal brand. Rich taste?
Yes, the full, rich taste of truly fine tobacco.
Only fine tobacco gives you both real mildness
and rich taste. And Lucky Strike means fine
tobacco. So enjoy the happy blending that cornbines perfect mildness with a rich, true tobacco
taste. Be HappyGo Lucky!
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